Serving up the self: Role identity and burnout in client service environments

Orientation: Whilst the limited investigations into the relationship between identity and burnout have made an important contribution to our understanding of the development of burnout, further research is required to gain a deeper understanding of how the processes associated with the construction and enactment of a specific identity could contribute to burnout amongst client service employees.

Research purpose: The purpose of this research was to explore whether levels of burnout amongst client service employees are associated with the manner in which they define and enact the client service role identity.

Motivation for the study: The negative effects of burnout amongst client service employees can be particularly devastating for client service organisations. A deeper understanding of the causes of burnout amongst client service employees is therefore essential if we wish to reduce the significant costs associated with burnout in this environment.

Research approach, design and method: The research strategy comprised a qualitative design consisting of semi-structured interviews.

Main findings: The results of the study indicate that the role identities of higher burnout client service employees differ from the role identities of lower burnout client service employees. Lower burnout employees view the client relationship as a partnership and experience a high level of self-verification when dealing with their clients. Higher burnout employees, on the other hand, describe themselves as subordinate to the client and exhibit strong feelings of defeat and failure when interacting with their clients.

Practical implications/managerial implications: The study shows that if client service organisations wish to reduce the detrimental effects of burnout in the workplace, they need to pay careful attention to the way in which their client service employees perceive themselves in relation to the client. Since client service employees construct role identities in response to the dominant discourse of the organisation, client service organisations should exercise caution in how they define and refer to the client-employee interaction through this discourse.

Contribution/value-add: The article makes a number of practical recommendations, which, if implemented by client service organisations, should result in lower levels of burnout, increased productivity and improved client relations. One such recommendation requires client service organisations to reframe their client discourses in such a way that client service employees are referred to as knowledge experts that are valued by their organisations.

Introduction

The sometimes excessive focus on customer orientation in the client service industry can not only have negative effects on client service, but also compromise the health of customer service employees through the development of burnout.

Job-related burnout, which has aptly been described as the ‘biggest occupational hazard of the twenty first century’ (Leiter & Maslach, 2005, p. 3), can have devastating consequences at both the individual and organisational levels. At the individual level, the prolonged experience of burnout has been linked to the development of depression (Hakenen & Schaufeli, 2012; Shani & Pizam, 2009), anxiety (Richardsen, Burke & Leiter, 1992) and diminished levels of self-esteem (Rosse, Boss, Johnson & Crown, 1991). At the organisational level, employee burnout leads to increased turnover intention (Choi, Cheong & Feinberg, 2012; Surana & Singh, 2012), absenteeism (Petersen et al., 2011), reduced organisational commitment (Surana & Singh, 2012), reduced job satisfaction (Tsigilis, Koustelios & Togia, 2004) and a decrease in productivity and job performance (Leung, Chan & Dongyu, 2011).
A number of studies have examined the potential negative effects of burnout in customer or client service environments (Lings, Durden, Lee & Cadogan, 2014; Low, Cravens, Grant & Moncrief, 2001; Witt, Andrews & Carlson, 2004). Given that client service employees play a critical role in service organisations and contribute significantly to profitability by facilitating customer engagement, satisfaction and retention (Alexandrov, Babakus & Yavas, 2007), the negative effects of burnout amongst client service employees can be particularly devastating to the organisations for which they work. Burnout amongst client service employees has been shown to significantly reduce the quality of interpersonal work-related relationships (Singh, Goolsby & Rhoads, 1994) resulting in compromised service levels and reduced customer satisfaction (Yagil, 2006).

Situation variables, such as job and organisational characteristics, are probably the most frequently examined antecedents to burnout in the organisational context (Crawford, LePine & Rich, 2010; Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner & Schaufeli, 2001; Low et al., 2001; Maslach, Jackson & Leiter, 1996; Singh et al., 1994). Other antecedents include personality and dispositional factors (Swider & Zimmerman, 2010; Witt et al., 2004) and the nature of interpersonal relationships (Bakker, Schaufeli, Sixma, Bosveld & Van Dierendonck, 2000).

Notwithstanding some notable exceptions (e.g. Buunk, Peiro, Rodriguez & Bravo, 2007; Edwards & Dirette, 2010; Geng, Li & Zhou, 2011; Kang, Twigg & Hertzman, 2010; Lammers, Atouba & Carlson, 2013; Vanheule, Lievrouw & Verhaeghe, 2003; Vanheule & Verhaeghe, 2004), surprisingly little empirical research has been conducted into the role of identity-related variables in the development of burnout, even though identity-related variables may explain more variance in burnout scores than the often-examined job and organisational variables (Buunk et al., 2007). Previous research focusing on the relationship between identity-related variables and burnout has generally been descriptive in nature, at the expense of a deeper understanding as to exactly how these variables can contribute to burnout. As far as could be established, no work has been done to investigate how the processes of identity construction and enactment could contribute to the development of burnout. This state stands to be corrected through the present research.

Research purpose and objectives

Whilst the limited investigations into the relationship between identity and burnout have made an undeniably important contribution to our understanding of the development of burnout, further research is required to gain a deeper understanding of how the processes associated with the construction and enactment of a specific identity could contribute to burnout.

Although it has received limited attention in the organisational behaviour literature, the ‘role identity’ construct could contribute to our understanding of the manner in which identity construction and the enactment processes are related to burnout.

It is our contention that the nature of the client service role identity carries implications for behaviours and attitudes that could either facilitate or inhibit the development of burnout. Since the client service employees’ company is largely dependent on the client for business, clients are able to exert considerable influence over client service employees through formal and informal evaluations (Gettman & Gelfand, 2007). This results in an imbalance of interpersonal power between the employee and the client (Grandey, Dickter & Sin, 2004), rendering client service employees susceptible to abuse, harassment and other aggressive behaviours from clients (Gettman & Gelfand, 2007). Consequently, client service employees may construct role identities that place them in a subordinate or subservient position relative to the client.

This position of subordination and subservience may place undue demands on the individual, ultimately resulting in feelings of emotional exhaustion and reduced personal accomplishment. Furthermore, if the role-related expectations contained in the client service role identity are impossible to meet, the client service employee may struggle to achieve self-verification. In keeping with the sentiments expressed by the existentialists (Cherniss, 1993), failure to meet organisational and personal expectations could result in reduced feelings of self-efficacy and personal accomplishment, which could ultimately lead to burnout.

The primary objective of this research is therefore to explore whether levels of burnout amongst client service employees are associated with the manner in which they define and enact the client service role identity. Our research is guided by the following research question: To what extent is burnout amongst client service employees associated with the manner in which they define and enact the client service role identity?

Using a grounded theory approach (Kahn, 2014; Kenny & Fourie, 2014) we explore how the role identities of client service employees carry implications for role-related attitudes and behaviours that could either facilitate or inhibit the development of burnout.

Literature review

Burnout

Maslach et al. (1996) conceptualise burnout as comprising three dimensions, namely emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and feelings of reduced personal accomplishment. Emotional exhaustion manifests as both physical and psychological stress and is characterised by a loss of energy and feeling worn out, helpless and hopeless. Depersonalisation refers to the interpersonal aspect of burnout and is characterised by attempts to distance oneself psychologically from service recipients. It is accompanied by a detached, emotionally callous attitude towards service recipients. Reduced personal accomplishment comprises an aspect of self-evaluation and is characterised by negative
evaluations of the self and feelings associated with failure (Maslach et al., 1996).

Situational or organisational antecedents are the most frequently cited antecedents to burnout, prompting scholars to conclude that burnout develops in response to excessive job demands and a lack of available resources to cope with these demands (e.g., Crawford et al., 2010; Demerouti et al., 2001). Job demands are those physical, social and organisational aspects of the job that require prolonged physical and mental effort (Demerouti et al., 2001) and can be classified as either quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative job demands occur when there is too much work for the available time, resulting in role overload, whilst qualitative job demands include aspects related to role conflict and role ambiguity (Maslach et al., 1996). Job resources refer to the physical, psychological, social and organisational aspects of the job that may assist an individual in achieving work goals, reduce job demands and stimulate personal growth and development (Demerouti et al., 2001). They include aspects related to job control and autonomy (Fernet, Guay & Senécal, 2004), feedback and participation in decision-making (Xanthopoulos et al., 2007), social support (Albar Marín & García-Ramírez, 2005), supportive management, reward mechanisms, training and appropriate technology (Rod & Ashill, 2009).

Job demands (mental, emotional or physical) exhaust the employee’s physical and emotional resources, resulting in excessive strain, exhaustion and health problems (Demerouti et al., 2001). The availability of job resources, on the other hand, plays a motivational role in that it enhances individual growth and development and facilitates the achievement of work goals (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007).

The development of burnout has also been attributed to the nature of interpersonal relationships at work, prompting Cordes and Dougherty (1993) to conclude that the client-employee relationship remains the most critical variable in the study of burnout. In the context of social exchange and equity theory, a perceived lack of reciprocity in an employee’s interactions with their service recipients or clients could initiate the development of burnout. Relationships are judged as equitable if investments ploughed into the relationship are perceived as equal to the outcomes or benefits associated with the relationship (Bakker et al., 2000). Client service employees are likely to perceive their relationships with their clients as equitable if the effort they put into the relationship is reciprocated through signs of appreciation or gratitude from the client.

The antecedents of burnout have also been examined from an existential perspective (Pines, 2002). According to this perspective, burnout develops as a result of thwarted attempts to establish personal meaning through work. It is premised on the notion that ‘the root cause of burnout lies in people’s need to believe that their life is meaningful, that the things they do, and consequently they themselves, are important and significant’ (Pines, 2002, p. 123). In the work context, the development of burnout can be linked to a sense of failure to accomplish goals and expectations through work (Pines, 2002). This aspect has specific relevance to the development of burnout amongst client service employees.

**Stress and burnout in client service organisations**

Client service employees can be defined as individuals in service positions who fulfil a boundary-spanning role between the service organisation and customers on a regular basis through the use of telephonic, face-to-face or electronically facilitated communication. Because of this boundary-spanning role, client service employees are exposed to a number of stressors, which could facilitate the development of burnout.

The manner in which organisations symbolically and abstractly refer to their clients through the client discourse of the organisation carries implications for the way in which client service employees perceive their relationships with their clients (Anderson-Gough, Grey & Robson, 2000). Organisations with a strong service ethic, for instance, may define the client in such a way as to suggest to employees that they subordinate their own needs in order to adequately meet the needs and desires of the client. Furthermore, the performance of client service employees is generally measured through the satisfaction of both the clients that they serve and the organisations for which they work. Chung and Schneider (2002, p. 71) put this succinctly when they state that ‘in manufacturing firms there is only one distinct authority or boss, whereas in service firms there is another master to serve – the customer’. As a result, client service employees often find themselves in precarious positions professionally, when they have to reconcile the needs of the organisations for which they work with the conflicting needs of the client. Client service employees can therefore find themselves in compromising and emotionally exhausting positions when they believe that they are unable to meet the demands of their clients (Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). This feeling of incompetence is strengthened when employees feel that they are not sufficiently empowered due to organisational policies or when they lack the necessary skills and aptitude to deal adequately with client requests (Varca, 2009).

The role that such perceived failure and helplessness play in the development of burnout is evidenced in the research of Vanheule et al. (2003) and Vanheule and Verhaeghe (2004). Their research shows that high burnout service employees display a strong sense of personal obligation towards their clients and often manifest feelings of powerlessness in their interactions with their clients. These individuals tend to identify closely with the problems of their clients and often feel threatened in their dealings with them. Low burnout individuals, on the other hand, manage to maintain a subjective distance from their clients, hold flexible expectations with regard to recipient outcomes and attribute failure to the client context rather than to their own inadequacies. Similarly, Buunk et al. (2007) show how burnout is related to being placed in an unwanted or
subordinate position, resulting in feelings of powerlessness, inferiority, shame and guilt.

Role identity

Role identity can be described as the meanings that individuals attach to themselves within particular situations (Stryker, 1980). Hogg, Terry and White (1995, p. 256) describe role identities as the ‘self-conceptions, self-referent cognitions or self-definitions that people apply to themselves as a consequence of the structural role positions they occupy’. As such, role identities include an organised collection of behavioural expectations and demands (identity standards) associated with the various roles people assume during social interaction (Neale & Griffin, 2006). As self-descriptions, role identities act as a frame of reference that individuals use to interpret the social situations in which they find themselves and to then evaluate the extent to which they are living up to these identity expectations (Hogg et al., 1995).

Role identities are highly relational in that the identity assumed by a particular individual in a specific position is always related to an alternative or counter identity (Burke, 1991). In the client service setting, for instance, the client service employee forms an identity in relation to that of the client.

In the organisational setting, role identities and their associated behavioural expectations are communicated to the employee through the dominant discourse of the organisation (Alvesson & Willmott, 2004). In the client service setting, relevant discourse would comprise any company texts (written and verbal) that contain role-related expectations of what constitutes a good client service employee. Job descriptions, training manuals, performance agreements, marketing brochures and company newsletters would all contain assumptions (often implicit) about what it means to be a client service employee in that specific organisation (Anderson-Gough et al., 2000). In order to function effectively as members of their organisations and avoid sanctions, individual employees internalise these discourses to varying degrees. From these internalisations they construct role identities based on the organisational expectations implied by this discourse (Blenkinsopp & Stalker, 2004).

As indicated in Figure 1, when an individual engages in role-related behaviour a feedback loop is established through which the individual compares their role-related expectations (identity standards) with the result of their behaviour (output). When an individual’s appraisal of their role-related behaviours match the meanings contained in the identity standard, identity is verified and people continue to act as they have been. If, however, there is a mismatch between the identity standard and the individual’s appraisal of their behaviour, the person will act to counteract this imbalance (Burke, 2004). For example, all client service employees will have certain self-expectations in terms of how they believe they should enact the client service role. When engaging in role-related behaviour, they will appraise their behaviours based on how they perceive the outcomes of these behaviours. If their appraisals of their behaviours are in accordance with the expectations contained in the identity standard, they will experience self-verification, accompanied by increased self-esteem and feelings of personal mastery (Cast & Burke, 2002). If a discrepancy between the outcomes of their behaviours and their expectations exists, negative emotional arousal in the form of depression, distress, anger and hostility can occur (Stets & Burke, 2003).

Research design

Research approach and strategy

Based on the grounded theory approach (Kahn, 2014; Kenny & Fourie, 2014), the research strategy comprised a qualitative design consisting of semi-structured interviews. Respondents for the semi-structured interviews were purposively selected following the application of the Maslach Burnout Inventory Human Services Survey (MBI-HSS) (Maslach et al., 1996) amongst a sample of 217 client service employees representing three South African client service organisations from different service sectors.

Since the aim of the research was to compare the role identities of high burnout respondents with the role identities of low burnout respondents, the responses to the MBI-HSS were stratified into employees scoring highest and those scoring lowest on burnout. Semi-structured interviews were then conducted with a purposively selected sample of both high and low burnout employees.

Research method

Research setting

All 217 potential respondents were posted a hard copy self-administered questionnaire of the MBI-HSS. Respondents were informed that participation in the research was voluntary and confidential, but were made aware that anonymity was not possible as names were required for
confidential follow-up interviews. Individual interviews were scheduled with the purposively selected respondents at a time and place convenient to them. All respondents chose to have the interviews at their place of work and interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes. Interviewees were put at ease at the beginning of the interview and assured of the confidentiality of their responses.

Entrée and establishing researcher roles

Formal approval to conduct the research was obtained from authorised managers at all three participating organisations. Interviewees were asked to consent to the recording of the interview for the purpose of transcription and signed an informed consent form that outlined the purpose of the research and guaranteed confidentiality.

Research participants and sampling methods

The three companies that participated in the study each represent different service sectors, thereby ensuring that a diverse range of employees exposed to a diverse range of client service environments were included in the study. All 65 research and account executives from Company M, all 47 inbound call centre consultants from Company F and all 105 customer and network engineers from Company T were invited to participate in the research. To be considered for inclusion, individual respondents were required to engage with clients on a daily basis. The type of engagement was not specified and could include telephonic, face-to-face or electronically facilitated communication. A total of 100 responses to the MBI-HSS were returned, reflecting a response rate of 46%. From Company M 23 responses were received, 20 were received from Company F and 57 from Company T.

Following administration of the MBI-HSS, burnout scores per respondent were calculated and ranked from highest to lowest. The MBI-HSS provides burnout scores along a continuum ranging from high burnout to low burnout. Scores are considered high when they are situated in the upper third of the normative distribution. Average scores are situated in the middle third, whilst low scores are situated in the lower third (Maslach et al., 1996). In the present study, high burnout would be indicated by a score above 84, whilst low burnout would be indicated by a score below 42. Only one respondent in the present sample could be classified as displaying high burnout. Forty respondents were classified as displaying moderate levels of burnout (with scores between 42 and 85) whilst the rest were classified as displaying low burnout. Since the aim of the research was to compare the role identities of high and low burnout employees, the 16 respondents measuring the highest in total burnout and the 16 respondents scoring the lowest on total burnout were invited to participate in the interviews. In order to ensure representation of the three companies, at least two respondents from each of the three companies were included in both the higher and lower burnout group and invited for interviews. A total of eight higher burnout and nine lower burnout interview respondents eventually agreed to be interviewed. The higher burnout group included one respondent who could be regarded as experiencing high burnout, whilst the other seven displayed moderate levels of burnout, with burnout scores ranging from 60–75. All respondents in the lower burnout group reflected low levels of burnout, with burnout scores between 6 and 20.

The mean age of respondents was 32.6 years. The higher burnout group included three female and five male subjects, whereas the lower burnout group consists of four female and five male subjects. Five of the higher burnout subjects were from the white population group, whilst the other three were mixed-race. All the subjects in the lower burnout grouping were white. The higher burnout group included two subjects from Company M, three from Company F and two from Company T. The lower burnout group included three subjects from Company M and six from Company T. No lower burnout respondents from Company F were included in the interview sample. It is unlikely that this would have affected the results of the research in any meaningful or significant way, given that the specific type of client service work conducted by the respondents did not appear to meaningfully affect the construction of the client service role identity in this diverse sample.

Whilst a number of demographic and biographic variables (including marital status and organisational tenure) have been associated with the development of burnout (Kuruuzum, Anafarta & Irmak, 2008), none of these variables displayed a significant relationship with burnout as measured by the present study. None of these variables was therefore used as a criterion for selecting the qualitative sample.

Data collection and recording

The semi-structured interviews were designed to elicit rich, reflective narratives from client service employees relating to self-definitions and expectations for role-related behaviours.

The interview schedule commenced with a general question asking the respondent to explain their specific role in the organisation. This was followed by questions relating to the client and the client relationship, employee perceptions of management expectations and role-related expectations.

The interview schedule made use of descriptive and experience or example questions (Janesick, 2004). The use of experience questions was regarded as particularly important in order to understand the level of congruence between respondents’ perceptions and actual behaviours. Probing took various forms including silence, encouragement, asking for immediate clarification, retrospective clarification, immediate elaboration or retrospective elaboration (Keats, 2000, p. 64).

All semi-structured interviews were digitally recorded and accompanied by field notes before they were transcribed verbatim.
Strategies employed to ensure data quality and integrity
As proposed by Morse, Barret, Mayan, Olson and Spiers (2002), a number of verification strategies to ensure the rigour of qualitative data were used in this study. Burnout was measured objectively through application of the MBI-HSS, before conducting the interviews. Maximum likelihood factor analysis (MLFA) was conducted on the MBI-HSS data to ascertain that the factor structure produced by the sample corresponded to that identified by Maslach et al. (1996). The analysis delivered a two-factor solution and one item was removed from the instrument due to strong cross-loading.

The quantitative stratification of the sample into high burnout and low burnout client service employees contributed to the trustworthiness of the results as the interviewer had an objective measure of burnout rather than having to infer burnout levels from the interviews. The semi-structured interviews, which were all conducted by the same interviewer, facilitated analytical comparison between each of the respondents and allowed the researcher to probe for clarity in cases of ambiguity.

Explanations for qualitative observations are generally confirmed by the literature and where observations are not confirmed, it is clearly stated. Methodological and analytical coherence were ensured by considering the study’s research questions during both axial and selective coding. Qualitative conclusions were drawn by comparing and contrasting cases, and negative instances are clearly mentioned and accounted for. Although a number of respondents declined to participate in the qualitative interviews, every effort was made to ensure that only respondents representing the highest and lowest burnout scores were included in the sample, thereby ensuring an appropriate sample.

Data analysis
All interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using Atlas.ti™ scientific software. Data were analysed by comparing the role identities and associated dimensions of higher burnout employees with those of lower burnout employees. A multi-strategy approach (Layder, 1998) to data analysis and interpretation was employed, by taking into account existing theoretical ideas during analysis, but also allowing for themes to develop directly as a result of familiarity with the data (Lewins & Silver, 2007). The coding process followed the analysis approach suggested by Grbich (2007) and Miles and Huberman (1994), commencing with open coding, followed by axial coding and then selective coding. During the open coding phase, a total of 391 codes were created in the higher burnout hermeneutic unit. Finally, selective coding was conducted in which initial categories were examined in terms of their temporal and spatial relationships and were provided with context, resulting in the following six themes:

- client service employee perceptions of the client
- self-descriptions of the client service role
- role-related behavioural expectations
- behavioural and affective implications of the role identity
- evidence of self-verification or failure of self-verification

Findings
A number of differences between the role identities of higher burnout and lower burnout employees were observed and are presented in sections corresponding to the primary themes that emerged during data analysis.

Client service employee perceptions of the client
Higher burnout respondents differ from their lower burnout counterparts in their descriptions of the client. Higher burnout respondents describe the client as powerful, controlling, authoritarian and having unreasonable expectations. Five of the eight higher burnout respondents describe their clients as abusive and included references to being ‘threatened’ by the client, ‘taking punches’ from the client and being ‘undermined’ and ‘crushed’ by the client. One respondent was made to feel like a ‘piece of dirt’ beneath the client’s feet and another describes having clients that ‘crack you down as a person’.

On the other hand, lower burnout respondents appear to exhibit more positive perceptions of the client. Although they perceive the client as demanding, they view their clients as appreciative, understanding and trusting: ‘She appreciates what I do and she appreciates the effort I make and she is really lovely to deal with’ (Respondent 10); ‘The clients here are – I like to work with them, they are understanding and they listen’ (Respondent 16).

Self-descriptions of the client service role
The second theme that emerged from the data includes reference to the manner in which client service employees define their roles in relation to the client.

Higher burnout respondents view themselves as subordinate to the client and generally display a sense of defeat when dealing with the client:

‘I think it would be “underdog” for one. I think I say underdog because most of the time we end up having to do what the client says anyway.’ (Respondent 1, when asked to describe what it is like being a client service employee)

‘So ja, it does make you feel a little bit like you aren’t adding anything and you are not worth much, and I think you kind of get used to that.’ (Respondent 4)
Lower burnout respondents, on the other hand, define themselves as superior to and more knowledgeable than the client. They feel confident in being able to satisfy the needs of the client and describe themselves as knowledgeable experts who can add value to the client’s business:

‘The client always thinks he is right. As soon as you get into a company that services clients, it’s the first things that you learn – the client is always right. Even though you know they are not.’ (Respondent 16)

‘The client is important, but not as important as our own people.’ (Respondent 15)

‘The tasks they give you might sound impossible, but if you have the mentality of it’s impossible, you are not going to get very far. The challenges are that nothing is impossible; it’s a mindset.’ (Respondent 12)

**Role-related behavioural expectations**

The next theme that emerged from the data makes reference to the behavioural expectations of client service employees.

The behavioural expectation occurring most frequently amongst higher burnout respondents is a belief that the client always comes first no matter what. Included in this expectation is a sense of self-sacrifice on the part of the client service employee:

‘I also have to maintain the relationship in terms of ensuring that their [the client’s] requests are met and that anything they ask for, we say “how high”? (Respondent 1)

‘I don’t know how a mother feels, but if a child wants attention here and a husband wants attention there, it is a lot of dragging on you. Sometimes it gets like you are pulled here and pulled there and you need to perform to help the client. The primary person in this whole thing would be the client.’ (Respondent 4)

Higher burnout respondents are also particularly aware of the service standards expected by organisational management and appear bound by these. When describing their roles, all higher burnout respondents mention that they often have to go above and beyond the call of duty to assist the client. In many cases, they are even prepared to go against company processes and procedures in order to keep the client happy: ‘Even though there are processes and procedures, there comes a time when you have to jump the bridge’ (Respondent 8); ‘You have to make a decision. Even if it is not 100% following process – each and every call is a different scenario’ (Respondent 5).

Lower burnout respondents, on the other hand, clearly endeavour to partner with the client. A number of lower burnout respondents actually use the word ‘partner’ or ‘partnership’ when describing the relationships they have with their clients, whilst other lower burnout respondents refer to the relationship as symbiotic, in that both the client and the client service employee or company derive some benefit from the relationship. Although lower burnout respondents do aim to assist the client to the best of their ability, they are able to separate themselves from the role and do not take the client’s demands personally: ‘We want to be a consultant role and really work with the client and become like a partner for them’ (Respondent 10); ‘And we work together – you know, we don’t just work, they [the client] do their bit as well’ (Respondent 12).

**Behavioural and affective implications of the role identity**

The next theme that emerged from the data makes reference to the behavioural, affective and attitudinal implications of identity expectations for client service employees.

Higher burnout respondents tend to personalise the client relationship and take personal responsibility for the client’s demands. By identifying with the clients problems and empathising with them, higher burnout respondents tend to internalise the client’s needs. One higher burnout respondent refers to developing ‘broad’ shoulders in order to bear the client’s problems, whilst another mentions that the stress experienced by her client tends to ‘ripple’ into her:

‘You kind of make a guardian angel or angel of some sort. You are there to listen to the client’s problems and assist them. Most of the time it is – I mean it is a personalised business.’ (Respondent 5)

‘So, I think their [the client’s] stress levels and the pressure they are under just ripples into us.’ (Respondent 1)

The majority of higher burnout respondents also feel powerless against the client and express that they feel unable to protect themselves from the unreasonable demands made by the client. They cite numerous instances when they are unable to stand up for themselves when interacting with the client, resulting in feelings of helplessness and powerlessness: ‘Most of the time from our point of view we don’t have any say. I mean, I can’t call the shots and say do this’ (Respondent 5).

In contrast, lower burnout respondents report being able to manage the client and exert a certain degree of control and influence over the client. They are able to distance themselves from the client and appear more task-orientated when compared with higher burnout respondents. Lower burnout respondents also appear to take their roles less personally than higher burnout respondents do:

‘So the clients are important, but I see them as an operational issue – operational things that must be addressed.’ (Respondent 15)

‘It’s just one of those things – you try and deal with it to the best of your ability. I mean, you know you can’t take it personally and you can’t make judgments on them as a person – it’s just the way they work.’ (Respondent 10)

**Evidence of self-verification and failure of self-verification**

The next theme that emerged from the qualitative data is the level of self-verification experienced by client service employees.
The interviews with higher burnout respondents indicated that they experience a fair amount of guilt for not helping the client and, as a consequence, feel little self-verification. They report feeling unable to help the client in the way that they would have liked – even when they have exercised all their options. Many higher burnout respondents are not happy with the quality of service they are giving the client, but feel unable to do any better. They express being ‘emotionally challenged’, ‘emotionally drained’, ‘stupid’ and ‘in need of psychoanalysis’ to cope with the stress:

‘It would be like taking a balloon, blowing it up with hot air and helium and all that. And just taking a pin and popping it and just having a clump of nothing with a hole in the end.’ (Respondent 3, describing what she feels like when dealing with the client)

‘Not to be nasty, but you have to have psychoanalysis later – it really gets to your head.’ (Respondent 3)

Lower burnout respondents, on the other hand, feel strong feelings of personal accomplishment when dealing with the client, suggesting that they experience self-verification. They are of the opinion that they are able to assist and impress the client and make a positive contribution to the companies for which they work. Lower burnout respondents also report receiving a great deal of appreciation from the client, contributing to the sense of self-verification:

‘It’s going to take time, but I can see the difference I am making.’ (Respondent 12)

‘I like it that you fulfil their needs and that they are happy with the work that you have done. That sense of satisfaction – it is very gratifying to feel that you’ve helped them, that you’ve improved their business somehow.’ (Respondent 9)

Table 1 provides a summary of the main findings related to each of the themes that emerged from the data.

**Discussion**

**Outline of the results**

The purpose of this research was to explore the relationship between role identity and burnout amongst client service employees. The results from the study indicate that the self-descriptions of higher burnout respondents differ from the self-descriptions of lower burnout respondents, thereby suggesting that the role identities of higher burnout employees differ from the role identities of lower burnout client service employees. Whilst lower burnout respondents view themselves as more knowledgeable than and superior to the client, higher burnout respondents describe themselves as subordinate to the client.

Our findings also show that the role-related expectations of higher burnout employees differ from the role-related expectations of lower burnout employees. In the case of higher burnout respondents, the subordinated role identity appears to carry specific behavioural expectations that are different from the expectations contained within the role identities of lower burnout respondents. Firstly, higher burnout employees appear to internalise the organisational expectation that they assist the client no matter what. This is evidenced by the fact that higher burnout employees report they will often go above and beyond the call of duty to assist the client. In many instances, higher burnout employees will break company policy and procedure in order to address the client’s demands. Whilst lower burnout employees also aim to provide excellent client service, they are able to distance themselves from the client service role and do not display evidence of breaking with company policy or procedure. According to Chung and Schneider (2002), client service employees suffer considerable stress because they are often expected to satisfy both the client and their employers. This results in considerable role conflict, characterised by incompatibility between the various expectations associated with a single role, as the needs of the client may clash with company policy and procedure. This role conflict was evident amongst the higher burnout employees that participated in the interviews. Whilst they are in most instances prepared to break company policy in order to assist the client, they are also very aware that they could be punished by the employing organisation for doing so. Lower burnout respondents do not appear to display such role conflict. They are able to distance themselves from the role and report unreasonable clients to management or co-workers.

Because lower burnout respondents describe themselves as superior to and more knowledgeable than the client,
they expect cooperation and respect from the client. This expectation seems to have facilitated the development of a partnership with the client. By referring to the client service relationship as a partnership, lower burnout respondents create a culture of reciprocity between themselves and the client. This sense of reciprocity appears to inhibit the development of burnout amongst these respondents in that it implies that the client carry some responsibility for the outcome of the service relationship.

From the research results it appears that the role-related behaviours and attitudes of higher burnout employees differ from the role-related behaviours and attitudes of lower burnout employees. Lower burnout employees are far more task and solution orientated, whilst higher burnout employees are focused on establishing personal relationships with the client and tend to take sole or personal responsibility for the client. Lower burnout employees are able to distance themselves from the client service role and are able to manage and exert influence over the client, whilst higher burnout employees tend to empathise and identify with the clients’ problems – possibly resulting in role overload and emotional exhaustion.

This finding that higher burnout client service employees tend to identify with and personalise the client relationship runs counter to one of the central consequences of burnout: depersonalisation. This finding is, however, congruent with the results of a study conducted by Vanheule et al. (2003) that showed that high burnout individuals display a strong sense of personal obligation towards their clients and often identify closely with the problems of their clients. Low burnout individuals, on the other hand, manage to maintain a subjective distance from the client, hold flexible expectations with regard to client outcomes and attribute failure to the client context rather than their own inadequacies (Vanheule et al., 2003).

The reason as to why higher burnout client service employees included in the present research do not depersonalise the client relationship could be explained through reference to their role-related expectations. As already indicated, the role identities of higher burnout employees entail a perceived obligation that they help the client no matter what. Most higher burnout respondents included in the qualitative phase of this research report that they experience receiving little support and resources from their companies, thereby confirming previous research that a lack of social support and resources can contribute to the development of burnout (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Maslach et al., 1996). It is arguably possible that higher burnout employees are not necessarily resource deficient, but only perceive a lower level of resources, in line with a resource loss spiral perspective from the conservation of resources theory (Bakker, Hakanen, Demerouti & Xanthopoulou, 2007; Brotheridge & Lee, 2002).

By virtue of their subordinate role identities and the fact that they describe their clients as controlling and dictatorial, higher burnout employees also perceive a lack of autonomy in and control over the client service situation. Consequently, these individuals experience a sense of powerlessness, helplessness and defeat. According to Burke’s (1991) identity control model, individuals are likely to adjust their role-related behaviours when they perceive that the situational outcomes do not match the expectations contained in the identity standard. It could therefore be argued that higher burnout employees compensate for their lack of autonomy, control and resources by engaging with the client on a personal level. Since they are unable to assist the client appropriately through other means, empathising and identifying with the client may be the only means through which higher burnout respondents feel able to assist the client and live up to their role-related expectations. By identifying and empathising with the client, higher burnout employees are likely to engage in role overload, resulting in the development of emotional exhaustion.

As our research has shown, the role identities of client service employees appear to carry implications for role-related behaviours and attitudes which, in turn, appear to facilitate or inhibit the development of burnout. A further way in which role identities can contribute to the development of burnout is through the process of self-verification. According to Burke (1991), individuals attempt to act in accordance with the expectations contained within the identity standard. When the individual is able to act in accordance with these standards self-verification occurs, resulting in feelings of esteem and personal mastery (Cast & Burke, 2002). Failure to match role-related outcomes with these expectations results in failed self-verification, which could contribute to the development of burnout (Cherniss, 1980).

The results of our study show that lower burnout respondents experience a large degree of self-verification, whilst higher burnout respondents experience a sense of defeat and feel guilty for not helping the client. Higher burnout respondents also report feeling humiliated by the companies for which they work and, coupled with a sense of defeat, experience little self-verification. According to the existential perspective, the cause of burnout lies in people’s desire to believe that their lives are meaningful and that the things they do are significant (Pines, 2002). Higher burnout respondents expect to help the client no matter what, but their subordinate role identities and a lack of support from the companies for which they work make the attainment of this expectation difficult. This ultimately results in a sense of defeat, unworthiness and failure.

**Practical implications**

The research makes a number of significant contributions. As the global service sector grows, competition amongst service firms is likely to increase. This will undoubtedly result in greater service expectations amongst the public at large and client service employees are likely to be placed under greater pressure by their service organisations. This trend is likely to result in increasing levels of burnout in the industry as a whole. It is therefore important that organisations acknowledge the part that role identity can play in the development of burnout.
and actively implement interventions aimed at creating empowered client service identities.

The manner in which client service employees perceive themselves in the client service role holds implications for the development of burnout amongst these employees. If they feel powerless and weak in relation to the client, burnout is likely to result. If, however, they feel like knowledgeable experts exercising control and autonomy within the client service role, burnout is likely to be inhibited. If client service organisations wish to reduce the detrimental effects of burnout in the workplace, they need to pay careful attention to the way their client service employees perceive themselves in relation to the client. Since client service employees appear likely to construct role identities in response to the dominant client discourse of the organisation, client service companies should exercise caution as to how they define and refer to the client-employee interaction through this discourse.

In order to inhibit the formation of subordinate and inferior role identities, service organisations must ensure that client service employees perceive their roles as being important to the success of the organisation (Grube & Piliavin, 2000). This can be achieved by referring to client service employees as knowledgeable experts and by allowing them authority and control within the client service setting. Client service organisations should also openly acknowledge the difficulties experienced by client service employees by providing them a platform through which they are able to openly air grievances and client-related concerns.

This should facilitate the creation of a social distance between the employee and the client, which, according to Mills and Moshavi (1999), is the most appropriate way for client service professionals to maintain a degree of authority within the client service setting. Employee-client relationships characterised by psychological attachment, in which service providers attempt to create a warm and comfortable relationship with their clients, tend to elevate the authority of the client and undermine the status of the client service employee.

Through the implementation of these recommendations, client service organisations will create an empowered workforce. This should result in lower levels of burnout and, consequently, increased productivity and improved client relations.

Limitations and recommendations

As in other burnout research, the present study is also affected by causal limitations. Since both role identity and burnout are subjective experiences, it is difficult to ascertain from the research whether the role identities observed are in fact antecedents to burnout, or whether they are consequences of burnout. It has been well documented that burnout results in negative attitudes towards one’s work, colleagues and clients (Leung et al., 2011). The negative attitudes of higher burnout respondents observed during the interviews may therefore be a consequence of burnout. From the qualitative research it can, however, be concluded that the negative attitudes embedded within the role identities of higher burnout respondents inform specific role-related behaviours. These behaviours appear to contribute to the development of burnout. Further confirmatory research is, however, necessary to establish causality in relation to the relationship between burnout and role identity in the client service context.

Conclusion

In this study we have demonstrated how the role identities of client service employees are associated with the development of burnout. By influencing the enactment of role-related behaviours and informing role-related attitudes and subjective perceptions, the client service role identity can either facilitate or inhibit the development of burnout. Since role identities also incorporate role-related expectations, they carry implications for the self-verification of the client service employee. As was shown through this research, the potential to self-verify is associated with lower levels of burnout.

Whilst it is acknowledged that burnout is a complex phenomenon that must be addressed on numerous fronts, service organisations and managers can greatly reduce the levels of experienced burnout by creating an organisation client discourse that positions the client service employee as an empowered partner in the service relationship. Such a discourse is likely to result in realistic expectations regarding the service relationship and lead to the formation of client service role identities that result in rewarding client service relationships.
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